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Squadron Members with Vinh Quang from VQ models. From left to right: Tim Greenshields,
Chris Greenshields, Vinh Quang, Mike Greenshields, John Reid, Paul Lee, and Larry Wolfe.
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COMMANDER’S NOTE
ACTIVE!
April and May have been exciting hobby months for me.
In the last two months I've been to the Toledo Show, a
hobby show in Beijing China, Magnum Engine Day at the
Apollo ﬁeld with the Valley Flyers, an Un-Contest with
the Victor Valley Club, and ﬂying with Vinh from VQ
ARF's with my two sons along with industry and club
members. We've seen the Taylorcraft progress under the
careful leadership of Larry Wolfe, and had a spectacular
May club meeting. And that's just the highlights!
The end of May through June promise to be just as
exciting and fun for the entire club.
-RCX and Battle of the Builders! - JUNE 1 and 2. This is the biggest all-hobby show on the west coast
and we're in charge of the static display and competition. We need YOU to bring planes for the display,
to hang from the ceiling too, and/or to help with the booth.
-Scale Squadron Fly-In at PVMAC's world-famous Prado Airﬁeld in Chino! This is our yearly ﬂy-in. It's
going to be fun! Don't miss it!
JUNE 7/8/9
-OCMA Family Fly-In Day. If you ﬂy there all the time, it's a great day to hang out with your buddies. If
you haven't been out there for awhile, it's the perfect day to get out there and see all the improvements!
PLEASE RSVP at the FLYOCMA.COM website!
JUNE 15
-Un-Contest Whittier Narrows with the SGVRCL. Want to improve your ﬂight scores? Want tips on
static competition? Want insights from the Scale Masters leadership? Just want a nice day to hang out
with the guys at San Gabriel? This is your event. It's FREE. It's EASY. It's a GOOD TIME. It's the UnContest Scale Competition Workshop! Hosted by the SGVRCL, Held at Whittier Narrows. This is a jointclub & Scale Masters Event!
JUNE 29
So, let your signiﬁcant others know you'll need June 22 and 23 to rest between being active in all these
great events for JUNE!
There's a lot going on and we're excited to be a part of it!
I also wanted to mention how much I appreciated Sam Wright stepping up to help with the newsletter
this year after Tim got pulled from the game due to his leg injury. Sam has now passed the baton to my
son Chris. He's doing a bang-up job I think and so we'll continue the legacy of awesome newsletters!
Thanks to all of our newsletter editors over the years (most recently Tim Johnson and Sam Wright)!!!
And, thank you Chris for stepping up to carry on the tradition!
See you at the ﬂying ﬁeld and our many great events in the coming months!
-Mike
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VQ ARFʼS OWNER VINH QUANG VISITS
This past month, Vinh from VQ ARF's came out to California
to make a visit to Hobby People. We took Vinh out to Prado to see
ﬁrst hand what USA modelers are building and ﬂying. He found the
ﬁeld impressive and the modelers even more impressive. He got in
a ﬂight on Chris's VQ Fly Baby and ﬂew formation with Larry Wolfe
who was ﬂying Paul Lee's Fly Baby! Vinh is a great pilot and did a
great job putting Chris's little Fly Baby through its paces.
On hand were several Squadron members as well as John
Reid from Airage. Vinh got to meet people from both PVMAC and
Squadron.
The highlight however was not a model airplane on this trip.
Ken "WAGS" Wagner ﬂew Lady Alice overhead for a ﬂy-by. A few
minutes later we were surprised to have both a B-24 AND a B-17
ﬂy over!
As we got in the car to leave, I asked Vinh if he had a good
time. He said yes! He enjoyed meeting everyone of course. But his
trip with us to Prado was the ﬁrst time he'd ever seen a full-size
warbird ﬂy! He's seen them in museums in diﬀerent places he's
traveled but never seen one ﬂy. Next time we'll have to get him
here for the Chino Airshow!
Vinh's trip included a trip to the Museum of Flight in
Washington, a ﬂight in a full-size Otter, and several days in Florida
for Top Gun. He even saw the Coke museum in Atlanta. He visited
4 states in 9 days!
-MIKE GREENSHIELDS

FROM VINH:
I took the picture with
F6F hellcat at the
TopGun, It is really a
true scale plane. That
is a great show!
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VINH’S PICTURES FROM HIS TRIP TO USA
FROM VINH:
I took this picture after the Otter
landing to an Island name is
San Juan in Washington. I
show the pilot my picture took
with the Beaver then he told me
come and sat beside him in the
cockpit.

FROM VINH:
I took this picture of
Skyraider when I visited
the Museum of Flight. This
Museum is really nice and big
as compared with other
Museum in other country.

FROM VINH:
The last day in USA, I had
a chance to visit the Coke
Museum in Atlanta.
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Magnum Engine Day
The day before Mother's Day, Chris
and I went out to the basin with the
Valley Flyers gang for another annual
Magnum Engine Day. Over a decade ago
this started as a way for the club to have
a nice ﬂy-in and to provide them with
tech and insights on operating engines.
This club ﬂies at a public ﬁeld and has
tons of new pilots every year. So, we got a
chance to get out there and help them
with their engines.
Originally called the Safe-Fly/
Magnum Engine Day this event has
evolved into the Pizza Fun Fly offering
free pizza to the pilots who enter. The event was free for Valley Flyer members too! It's
open to non-members too and was only ten dollars to enter!
The seminars I lead at the Fun-ﬂy are sponsored by Hobby People. We handed out
some free gifts, held a small give-away, and helped modelers with any questions they had.
Just like the fun-ﬂy itself, the seminars have evolved also over the years. This year the
seminar had two subjects: operating tips for engines, and safe use and operation of Li-PO
batteries. We enjoyed about 30 attendees under the Hobby People canopy as we discussed
engines, actually took apart a four stroke, and then discussed Li-PO battery basics and
safety.
The Valley Flyers are a class-act with a beautiful public ﬂying ﬁeld and a really
impressive charging station and park-ﬂyer runway separate from the main runway.
Apollo Field, the ofﬁcial name of the Sepulveda Basin ﬁeld where they ﬂy, is world famous
and has been there for DECADES. Today it hosts dedicated ﬁeld for control-line,
helicopters, park-ﬂyers and ﬁxed-wing aircraft and has 4 different clubs actively using
the facility.
-Mike Greenshields
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Magnum Engine Day
Pictures
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MYSTERY
PLANE OF THE MONTH
Hint: An
experimental
aircraft, in
which only 2
were built
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May Meeting Photos
\

May was Free Pizza month! What a great
meeting!

All smiles from Gary Glasband and his beautiful VK
Navajo. This is a vintage kit (1967) and he's doing a
beautiful job getting it ready for floats. It's not scale
but there's some real technique in the top-notch finish
paint Gary's put into this model.

Randy Wilbur seemed a little lost on what to do with
those sanders and those two big AT-6's! Actually Randy
was demonstrating different sanders and which one
worked better (always get 3/4 horsepower or better!) as
well as a group AT-6 project he's working on with
several other club members.

Larry Klingberg was feeling a bit under the weather and
still came in to show us his beautiful Bleriot. Look for
this to fly at the Dawn Patrol event at OCMA later this
year! Larry is a master craftsman and it showed in the
detail in this simple and exquisitely detailed museum
quality flying model aircraft.
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SQUADRON MEETINGS

COME OUT TO THE MEETINGS!
Meetings are on the second Monday of every month at 7:00pm.
Join Us and enjoy true scale aircraft modeling at it’s best. Informal meeting
with focus on scale aircraft models of any size or power. Bring your project
in plans, partial construction or completed aircraft. We enjoy seeing them
all and sharing scale techniques. Business is quick & painless, no politics!
Coffee & Cookies at the break.
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SCALE SQUADRON
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

THANK YOU
SPONSORS

GYRO HOBBIES

JET HANGAR
HOBBIES
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